Distributions of basic characteristics of random mappings with a single absorbing center are calculated. Results explain some phenomena occurring in computer simulations of the logistic mapping.
Introduction
Analysis of combinatorical properties of discretizations of dynamical systems constitutes a new challenging and important area. In this area a special spot is occupied by analysis of discretizations of the logistic mapping f(x) 4x(1-x), xE[0,1].
( The reason is that although this mapping is the very simplest example of continuous mapping with quasi-chaotic behavior [9, 11] , nevertheless, its discretizations demonstrate unexpected behavior in many respects [3] . In particular, the methods suggested in [10] and refined in [8] are not adequate in investigating the mapping (1.1). In this paper we will show how some properties of discretizations of the logistic mapping can be explained on the basis of properties of a special family of random mappings. This paper extends an approach suggested in [6] .
Other related studies include research on period lengths of one-dimensional discretized systems carried out in detail by Beck [1, 2] , similar questions with different maps by Percival and Vivaldi [13] , and some general questions concerning noisy orbits by Nusse and Yorke [12] . which will be important in the next section. Here usually the gap between upper and lower estimates is of the magnitude 10-3 for N-3 and decreases very fast in N. 0} is the absorbing center; once a trajectory of enters this set it cannot leave. If S is a subset of (A,K), associated with some given property A, then the proportion of elements of which belong to S will be called the probability of the event A and is denoted by P (A; (A, g) 
M%(a;A,K)-R(#(A+ K)) e
That is the mean value of funct'ions D%(a; ) over E (A,K). 
Denote by fu the mapping Lv--
The mapping fu is a Lu-discretization of the mapping f. Figure 6 for N-107 and n-103. (a) For typical large N and 1 << n N, the distribution is close to the function r,l(a; 0.9/V/I(N)). ,l(k/5a, 0.9/ n )), and F(V/.45a, 0.9/1n(105)).
